We provide specific PDEs for preserved quantities Q in Geometry, as well as a bridge between this and specific PDEs for observables O in Physics. We furthermore prove versions of four other theorems either side of this bridge: the below enumerated sentences. For the generic geometry -in the sense of it possessing no generalized Killing vectors, i.e. continuous geometrical automorphisms -the Q form a smooth space of free functions over said geometry. If a geometry possesses the corresponding type of Killing vectors, the Q must Lie-brackets commute with 'sums-over-points of the automorphism generators', S. The observables counterpart of this is that in the presence of first-class constraints F , the O must Poisson-brackets commute with these. Then 1) defining Q, O requires closed subalgebras of S, F . 2) The Q, and the O, themselves form closed algebras.
Introduction
Consider a differentiable manifold [69, 17] M .
The corresponding automorphisms are the diffeomorphisms
forming the group Aut(M) = Dif f (M) .
The differentiable structure of M supports [69, 17] notions of scalar, vector, and more generally tensor fields, and other geometrical objects, collectively denoted G, each subject to a particular transformation law. It moreover supports a notion of Lie derivative [39, 15] with respect to a vector field X, £ X .
This generates the local infinitesimal version of the diffeomorphisms -forming an infinite-dimensional Lie algebraand also acts on the G. If one enters the infinitesimal transformation
into a particular G's transformation law,
arises to first order [11, 15] .
Some of the tensors and other geometrical objects moreover have further significance as further levels of geometrical structure, σ. Examples include [24, 15, 17, 25] the metric tensor and the connection, as well as simlarity and conformal equivalence classes of metrics and projective equivalence classes of connections. Let us use the notation M, σ
for a differentiable manifold M equipped with geometrical level of structure σ. Such cases' version of (6) ,
is known furthermore as a generalized Killing equation [15, 24] . The solutions thereof are generalized Killing vectors ξ a = ξ a (x) (for ξ a the covector corresponding to X a [24] ). For a particular M, σ these moreover close [25] as a Lie algebra,
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where A, B, C are multi-indexes comprising both the corresponding spatial index a, b, c and the generator-basis index g, and C C AB are the corresponding structure constants. This Lie algebra corresponds to the continuous part of the automorphism group, Aut(M, σ) .
Automorphism equations solved by automorphism vectors provides conceptually useful aliases for the above. For later use, we also note that furthermore the infinitesimal-generator form of automorphism vectors
and that the (10) are finite [11, 15] subalgebras of the (3) , in the sense of generator count.
We consider furthermore the notion of constellations of N points on a given manifold M, σ . Ab initio, these form product-space constellation spaces
Shape Theory [32, 36, 46, 50, 65, 78, 79, 82, 83, 84, 86] considers moreover the effect of quotienting this by (10) , with
defining the corresponding shape space. (We denote configuration spaces more generally by q.) These notions apply also [45, 47, 54, 59, 64, 71, 86] in the physical context, in which the N points are materially-realized by N particles: an N -Body Problem [38, 47] (nonrelativistic, and classical in the current Article's context).
More specifically, the current Series of Articles [88, 89, 96, 97] considers preserved quantities by Taking Function Spaces Thereover. Understanding this choice of expression begins with considering the following 2 cases.
Case A) M, σ has no nontrivial continuous automorphisms. This is moreover the generic situation, as explained below and in Sec 3's outline. In this case, any function on M
is a preserved quantity. For coordinates q a valid in some patch on M, this means that any
are local preserved 1-point quantities on M, and any
are local preserved N -point quantities on the constellation space q(M, N ). We term this procedure Taking a Function Space Thereover, with reference to over the configuration space, q. For the purposes of doing Differential Geometry or Physics, we do require these functions to be suitably smooth (we consider C ∞ functions in the current Series). So the function spaces in question are
Case B) M, σ possesses nontrivial continuous automorphisms. This case is non-generic, but requires a whole lot more work. Use of high-symmetry spaces is moreover an almost-ubiquitous modelling assumption in STEM (rightly or wrongly, case by case, since some uses entail appropriate modelling, while others are carried out for the ab initio simplicity and familiarity of such workings).
In Case B), the a priori free functions (16) are subject to preservation equations, arising as zero Lie brackets
with the sum-over-points of each particular generator,
Theorem 1 Preserved equations moreover take the form of a system of equations, with only the generators corresponding to consistent automorphism (sub)algebra forming a valid such system. Derivation This subalgebra criterion follows from Jacobi's identity acting on one copy of Q and two of S A :
so Q must also form 0 Lie brackets with [S A , S B ], so the quantities forming zero brackets brackets-close. 2
Corollary 1 Preserved quantities can only be posited for subsets of generators that are known to close.
Case B) is one of the ways in which 'Taking Function Spaces Thereover' passes from Case A)'s apparent triviality to a working that is not only nontrivial but a fortiori foundational, as argued below and in [81, 95, 94] .
The main point of the current Series is that the Lie bracket equation (18) can furthermore be written out as an explicit PDE system (Sec 3), which moreover has many tractable features and subcases that we subsequently exploit.
This PDE is moreover a subcase of that for canonical observables in Theoretical Physics. We explain this point further in Sec 2 with examples of notions of observables and the corresponding PDEs, as well as arguments that the current Article's PDE classification and methodology transcends to much of this case as well. In a nutshell, 1) These quantities all arise by Taking Function Spaces Thereover.
2) They all solve zero brackets equations in the presence of first-class constraints F or sums-over-points S.
3) These brackets equations can moreover be written out as explicit first-order linear PDE systems.
4)
In the secondmost-generic case of a single F or S, there is just a single first-order linear PDE. Standard 'flow' approaches are available to reduce this single PDE to a system of first-order ODEs, including admission of a standard treatment for Characteristic Problems.
5)
We furthermore provide firm grounding for free characteristic treatment's appropriateness, regardless of whether one has just the one PDE or a system. 'Free', alias 'natural' [13] , signifies specifically treating the general problem rather than subjecting it to prescribed data. This procedure is, on the one hand, geometrically and physically appropriate. On the other hand, it embodies Taking Function Spaces Thereover in 2)'s context.
6)
In the case of a nontrivial system -≥ 2 equations -over-determinedness occurs, since it is still to be solved for a single function. Determinedness is indeed one reason why, unlike for single PDE, there is not a universally applicable method for nontrivial systems of PDEs. Over-determined cases must meet integrability conditions if they are to possess proper solutions (as opposed to any homogeneously-guaranteed trivial solutions). For example, automorphism equations alias generalized Killing equations are also over-determined PDE systems, and these almost never meet the corresponding integrability conditions [15] . This is indeed why the generic manifold possesses no (generalized) Killing vectors.
7)
For preserved equations, however, we prove in Sec 3 that suitable integrability conditions are always met. This can be summarized by the generic manifold, having no generalized Killing vectors but free preserved quantities. We also show that, in the non-generic case, observables equations moreover follow suit as regards integrability. This furnishes a general Local Existence Theorem for geometrical preserved quantities -and classical-physics finite-model canonical observables -provided that the point-or-particle number N is large enough (a matter of needing some local coordinates to make nontrivial, i.e. nonconstant, functions out of).
8)
We also show that (Sec 4) preserved quantities -like observables [70] -themselves form an algebraic structure.
9) Sec 5 outlines how the preserved-quantity algebraic structure's subalgebraic structures are moreover in 1 : 1 correspondence with those of the S A and thus of the ξ A . They form a bounded lattice of preserved-quantity subalgebraic structures dual to that of S A and thus of the ξ A , i.e. as formed by the automorphisms. Similarly, observables algebraic structures form a bounded lattice dual to that of constraint algebraic structures.
10) The Free Characteristic Problem posed in 5) leads to consideration of intersections of characteristic surfaces, which can moreover be conceived of in terms of restriction maps. This clarifies that Taking Function Spaces Thereover in fact carries Presheaf-Theoretic [61, 34, 49] connotations in a natural manner (Sec 6). For presheaves are spaces over a space that are inter-related by restriction maps, and the situation in hand already comes equipped with manifest and meaningful restriction maps. On the one hand, presheaves have already been used to formulate quantum observables [33] , and other quantum-level applications [62] . On the other hand, there may be some chance of promotion to a Sheaf-Theoretic formulation as regards providing a global counterpart to the current Article's local classical treatment of preserved quantities and observables. It is also worth commenting that it is becoming quite standard [61, 74] in advanced considerations of function spaces to have multiple function spaces over a given underlying 'base space', and to model this situation using (pre)sheaves. 'Taking Function Spaces Thereover' is thus an expression designed to carry the implications of, firstly, associating a function space to an underlying base space, and, secondly, of doing so multiple times (for subspaces of the base space). In situations which come with natural restriction maps between these function spaces as well, one can furthermore entertain 'Taking a Presheaf of Function Spaces Thereover'. If suitable global-gluing, and localization, are furthermore associable, one would be a fortiori modelling by 'Taking a Sheaf of Function Spaces Thereover'; this however lies outside the scope of the current Series. Secs 7 to 15 provide some of the simplest examples of actually solving specific preserved equation (systems). We here build up the preserved quantities for Similarity Geometry via the similarity group Sim(d)'s geometricallysignificant subgroups. Namely, just translations T r(d), just dilations Dil, and just rotations Rot(d), alongside the translations-and-dilations of dilatational geometry, the translations-and-rotations of Euclidean geometry, and rotations-and-dilations geometry, noted for its two types of transformations acting independently. These examples form the bounded lattice of automorphism subgroups of These examples moreover already serve to illustrate, firstly, solving single preserved equations by the standard method available to these. Secondly, 'blockwise' and 'sequential' methods in sufficiently decoupled systems, alongside decoupling changes of variables by which 'factorizability into blocks' is on occasion attained. Thirdly, 'compatibility equations' seeking to combine individual equations' functional-form solutions into joint functional-form solutions. Fourthly, 'chain rule sequential methods', by which one substitutes a coordinate change into 'coordinates that include the characteristics of a subset of the equations' into the remaining equations.
The Conclusion (Sec 16) then extends Fig 1 to include the dual bounded lattice of notions of preserved quantities, alongside the corresponding presheaves thereover (we take the 1-d case to suffice to illustrate such presheaves). It finally points to many further applications of the current work, including to the Foundations of Geometry [8, 10, 35, 57, 58] , and to observables [12, 42, 43, 44, 70, 76, 77, 81] and Background Independence in Theoretical Physics [18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 28, 41, 42, 43, 60, 67, 72, 81, 87] .
2 On preserved quantities' extension to observables Constraints are collectively picked out as a conceptual class of objects by being denoted by undersized calligraphic letters: F for first-class, and L for first-class linear; sums-over-points of generators also belonging to this conceptual class, these are denoted by S. Observables are collectively picked out as a conceptual class of objects by being denoted by undersized italic letters: O, U , D and G for general, unrestricted, Dirac and gauge observables respectively. Geometrical preserved quantities also belonging to this conceptual class, these are denoted by Q. This figure ' paints the big picture' of where the current Article's preserved equations come from and that canonical observables equations provide technically closely related observables PDEs. A subset of it moreover also sets up Theorem 2 that Physics' configuration gauge-observables are one and the same as Geometry's preserved quantities: G(q) = Q. This is the means by which the geometrical study of preserved quantities extends to the physical study of canonical observables, alongside the justification of why the Q belong to the same conceptual class as the O.
Remark 1 On the one hand, 'weak' is meant in the sense of Dirac [19] , meaning zero 'up to a homogeneous-linear function in the constraints'. This provides weak observables PDEs' inhomogeneous term. On the other hand, 'strong' just means identically zero.
Remark 2
The configurational case cannot however support any properly weak observables. This is because we are in a context in which constraints have to depend on momenta
a fortiori, first-class linear constraints refer specifically to being linear in their momenta p, By this, the weak configurational observables equation would have a momentum-dependent inhomogenous term right-hand side. But this is inconsistent with admitting a solution with purely q-dependent right-hand-side.
Side-Caveat While first-class linear constraints and gauge constraints are not always exactly the same, by which Kuchař observables K [44] commuting with the former can be distinct from gauge observables G commuting with the latter, this distinction does not enter the current Series' geometrical examples, and so is left to other more physical accounts [41, 81] .
Remark 3 Let us next clarify that strong configuration observables corresponding to first-class linear constraint algebras that constitute geometrically significant automorphism groups are geometrical preserved quantities.
Theorem 2 Physical configuration gauge-observables coincide with geometrical preserved quantities,
Our proof of this proceeds via a Lemma and a Corollary, as follows.
Lemma 1 Let S be a finite action whose kinetic term is homogeneous-quadratic in its velocitiesq I . Let its velocities be furthermore corrected by generators G A b of some geometrical automorphism group g acting on q I multiplied by auxiliaries α A . Then the ensuing constraints from variation with respect to the α A are
These are in particular linear in their velocities and first-class.
for Lagrangian L, homogeneous-quadratic kinetic metric M ab and potential V . Thė q
are furthermore the alluded-to corrected velocities. The conjugate momenta are
The outcome of varying our action with respect to α ag is (27) by multiplier equation simplification, then homogeneous quadraticity of the action, and then (26) . Finally introducing the multi-indices A := a g etc. yields the desired answer. This is manifestly linear, and closes with itself under Poisson brackets [19, 26] as required, yielding a representation of the underlying Lie algebra,
thus establishing first-classness, as required. 2
Proof of Theorem 2 On the one hand, the Q are the suitably-smooth functions obeying the preserved equation
On the other hand, the G(q) are the likewise suitably-smooth functions obeying the configuration gauge-observables equation
where the second equality is by evaluating the Poisson bracket with ∂ p Ia annihilating G = G(q alone), and the third follows from the Corollary. Thus the Q and the G(q) form the same function space, and so are an identical notion. 2
Remark 4 This is the 'Bridge Theorem' between preserved quantities and observables alluded to in the Introduction.
Remark 5 Theorem 1 moreover admits a sweeping generalization across this bridge.
Theorem 1 Observables equations -canonical or spacetime, classical or quantum -moreover take the form of a system of equations, with only the generators corresponding to consistent automorphism (sub)algebras forming a valid such system.
Remark 6
Spacetime observables are ones that commute with spacetime generators under the Lie bracket operation that the latter close under.
Remark 7
In the above context, Theorem 1 is the 'C C B Theorem', standing for putting 2 constraints and 1 beable into the Jacobi identity. (My concept of 'beable' coincides at the classical level, with that of observable.) This Theorem first appeared in [70] . [81] contains the spacetime observables counterpart of this result, and terms it 'the first great decoupling' in providing a local resolution of the Problem of Time. We analogously call Theorem 1 itself the 'S S Q Theorem'. [16, 30, 69] , as well as their counterparts from Physics, the canonical observables equations. All of these equations lie within the class of first-order PDEs: form a). This refers to their containing first-order partial derivatives ∂ α φ and no higher.
Characteristic Problems for first-order PDEs
Structure 3 A further specialization of note -since much PDE theory has been developed for it -is to the first-order quasilinear equations: form b) of Fig 3 . This refers to the PDE being linear in the ∂ α φ, for all that it can still be nonlinear in φ itself.
Structure 4 Among these, the general case is the inhomogeneous equation of Fig 3. b) itself, whereas its homogeneous specialization if of the form c) in Fig 3 . This refers to homogeneous linearity in the ∂ α φ. One consequence of this is that the constant function,
always solves; we refer to this as the trivial solution, and to all other solutions of first-order homogeneous quasilinear PDEs as proper solutions. Such are supported if the corresponding differential operator has nontrivial kernel.
Structure 5 A further specialization is to first-order (in)homogeneous linear PDEs -inhomogeneous form d) and homogeneous form e) in Fig 3 - referring to full linearity in φ, i.e. linearity in both ∂ α φ and in φ itself in this first-order case.
One of the simplest cases of preserved equations is when they are of form e), whereas two of the simplest cases of observables equations are of forms d) and e). Observables equations that are not themselves preserved equations that are of form e) include single strong momentum observables equations and single strong general observables equations. Observables equations of form d) include single weak configuration, momentum and general observables equations. Remark 1 There is a well-established theory of PDEs for all of forms a) to e), which is increasingly effective as one goes down and right along Fig 3' s grid due to the further simplifying specializations.
Remark 2 In the case of Characteristic Problems [16, 30] , as occur in the current Series, how to proceed is indicated in Figs 4.b-d). The free alias natural [13] version of this involves finding the general solution rather than imposing specific prescribed data. This returns the full diversity of preserved quantities supported by the system. This is appropriate since we are Taking a Function Space Thereover -meaning over a geometry, a configuration space -more specifically a reduced configuration space: shape space -a phase space, again more specifically a reduced phase space: shape phase space. This involves finding all such functions, say withing a given smoothness category such as C ∞ , rather than a particular such corresponding to prescribed data.
Remark 3 What we want for now, more specifically, is how to deal with Characteristic Problems for equations of form 2) in Figure 3 . The current Article just considers a local rather than global treatment of preserved equations. It turns out that this method approach immediately generalizes as far back as form b) of Fig 2: inhomogeneous quasilinear equations, so we present this case at no extra cost. The corresponding characteristics of this are determined by
For k = 2, this gives an ODE dx
In the general case, moreover, our PDE is equivalent to the ODE systeṁ
Here˙: for t a fiducial variable to be eliminated, rather than carrying any temporal (or other geometrical or physical) significance; our system is moreover autonomous (none of the functions therein depend on t). This linear ODE system has well-understood local existence properties.
Remark 4
In the homogeneous-linear case, our system simplifies further tȯ
This last of these equations is solved by
where barring an index denotes it taking one value less than the unbarred version, and the m − 1 quantities uᾱ are a basis of characteristic coordinates.
The integrated form of the first m equations is used to eliminate t, with the other m−1 each providing a characteristic coordinate arising as its constant of integration. One then substitutes these characteristic coordinates into (40) to obtain the general -and thus free alias natural problem-solving -characteristic solution.
Structure 6 There is moreover a sense of middling genericity in which preserved equations, and observables equations, are first-order linear systems, whether homogeneous (Fig 2.7 ) for preserved equations and other strong observables equations, or inhomogeneous (Fig 2.6 ) for weak observables.
There is however no general treatment for Characteristic Problems for PDE systems of this general kind. Further details of the PDE system in question need to be considered in order to proceed, as follows.
Structure 7 Preserved equation and observables equation systems consist of of G = dim(Aut(M, σ)) equations for a single unknown. So the default prima facie position is generically one of over-determination [16] , leading to no solutions (or only the trivial solution, when guaranteed by homogeneity) A similar situation arises for generalized Killing equations the number of equations exceeds the number of unknowns there as well.
Structure 8
The way such a lack of (nontrivial) solutions might occur is via integrabilities. 1 On the one hand, generalized Killing equations' integrability conditions [15] are moreover not met generically, signifying that there are only any proper generalized Killing vectors at all in a zero-measure subset of M, σ . This corresponds to the generic manifold admitting no (generalized) symmetries. On the other hand, preserved equations moreover always succeed in meeting integrability, by the following Theorem.
Theorem 3 Preserved equations are integrable.
Lemma 2 For ξ g a generating a Lie algebra, the corresponding sums-over-points S A do too, and it is moreover a copy of the same Lie algebra:
Derivation
by (19) , next linearity, next basic differentiation, next the constancy of the structure constants alongside the Dirac delta collapsing a sum, and finally (19) again. 2
Proof of Theorem 3 The generators of a geometrical automorphism group close as the Lie algebra (9) corresponding infinitesimally to the connected component of the identity of the automorphism group itself. Thus by Lemma 2, the corresponding sums-over-points S g a that form our PDE system in hand close under Lie brackets as well. But this is enough to guarantee integrability by the below well-known Theorem. 2
Frobenius' Theorem [29, 69] A collection W of subspaces of a tangent space possesses integral submanifolds iff
Theorem 3 Classical canonical observables equations are integrable.
Derivation The preceding argument holds just as well with constraints in place of sums-over-points-of-generators and Poisson brackets in place of Lie brackets. 2
Remark 5 Thus while proper generalized Killing vectors generically do not exist, preserved quantities always do, at least in the current Series' local sense, and for sufficiently large point number N . This last caveat is clear from the examples below, and corresponds to zero-dimensional reduced spaces having no coordinates left to support thereover any functions of coordinates. This Remark extends to canonical observables equations as well [94, 90] , the first of these references containing also further comparison between preserved and observables equations on the one hand and generalized Killing equations on the other.
8)
As the Introduction pointed out, there is moreover a greater generality. Generalized Killing vector nonexistence means no sums-over-points to commute with. In this case, the most primitive element of preserved quantitiesTaking Function Spaces Thereover -is manifested in a particularly simple form: taking the free functions on the configuration space q. We denote free functional dependence by the ∼ symbol. The commutation aspect of preserved quantities arises only subsequently, by interplay with symmetries' generators.
Remark 6 Interplays moreover consititute the lion's share of Foundational and Theoretical Physics' Problem of Time [42, 43, 81] . Observables are one of nine conceptually distinct aspects of this (see the Conclusion for an outline). The uncoupled manifestation of finding observables is moreover indeed Taking Function Spaces Thereover. Only upon theories containing constraints -arising from other Problem of Time facets -does commutation with these enter the theory of observables. The Conclusion also outlines parallels between the Problem of Time and its resolution by Background Independence on the one hand and the Foundations of Geometry on the other. This is moreover suggestive that interplays will also represent the lion's share of the parallel work to be done in establishing further Foundations of Geometry.
9) Within this secondmost-generic case possessing a single generalized Killing vector, form e) of Fig 3 arises. 10) The ≥ 2-compatible generalized Killing vectors case is only the next most typical, it being here that the systematic method above does not apply.
How is one to address solving a preserved-equation system?
Method I Solve its equations piecemeal and equate the functional compatibilities thus entailed. These compatibility equations can be viewed as intersections of characteristic manifolds. The case supporting only the constant function alluded to above, represents a sufficiency of intersecting subspaces that only a zero-d point survives.
This kind of 'piecemeal solution' suffices in various of the simpler cases in the current Series.
Method II (sequential chain rule) Suppose we have two equations. Solve one for its characteristics u β . Then substitute
into the second equation to find which functional restrictions on the first solution's characteristics the second equation enforces. This procedure can moreover be applied inductively, and is independent of the choice of ordering in which the restrictions are applied by the nature of restrictions corresponding to geometrical intersections.
4 Preserved-quantity and observables function spaces are algebras
Remark 1 Preserved quantities, and observables more generally, carry a generator-valued index of their own: Q P and O O . This does not enter the preceding consideration of over-determination because all the Q P solve the preserved equation regardless (Q P is a S A = S a g scalar: a spatial scalar and a scalar with respect to the original automorphism group). Similarly all the O O solve the observables equation regardless (O O is a C A = C a g scalar: a spatial scalar and a scalar with respect to the original constraint algebra). We mention this internal index at this point due to its entering the algebraic theory internal to the preserved quantities and observables themselves.
Theorem 4 Preserved quantities close under Lie brackets.
Derivation This algebra criterion follows from Jacobi's identity acting on two copies of Q and one of S:
So S A must also form zero Lie bracket with [Q P , Q Q ], by which the latter itself obeys the defining property of the Q.
I.e. the Q are algebraically closed under Lie brackets. 2
Remark 2
We write this as
for preserved quantities algebra structure constants Q R P Q .
Remark 3 Theorem 4 also admits a sweeping generalization to observables, as follows.
Theorem 4 Observables -canonical or spacetime, classical or quantum -close under Lie brackets.
At least for the current Series' finite models, this takes the form of a Lie algebra
for observables algebra structure constants O Q OP .
Remark 4
In the above context, Theorem 4 is the 'B B C Theorem', standing for putting 2 beables and 1 constraint into the Jacobi identity. The 'B B C Theorem' first appeared in [70] ; [81] then gave the spacetime observables counterpart of this result; we analogously refer to Theorem 4 itself as the 'Q Q S Theorem'.
Remark 5 Field Theories -notably ones which are additionally gravitational and/or Background Independent, such as GR and Supergravity -support constraint Lie algebroids [68, 85] rather than Lie algebras. This accounts for some 'algebraic structures' phrasings in the current Article, this term being taken to be a portemanteau of Lie algebra and
Preserved-quantity and observables notions form bounded lattices
Theorem 5 i) Automorphism-generator subalgebras are in 1 : 1 correspondence with preserved quantities subalgebras.
ii) Automorphism-generator subalgebras form a bounded lattice [48] , with intersection and span of consistent combinations of generators as meet and join, id as bottom, and the full automorphism algebra G of the ξ A as top.
iii) Preserved quantities subalgebraic structures form the dual bounded lattice, with intersection and joint span of characteristic surface generators as meet and join the free functions F as top = dual-bottom and the full geometry's notion of preserved quantities Q as bottom = dual-top.
Remark 1 These are lattices of notions, rather than of algebra elements or functions themselves. See Fig 1 for examples of ii) and Fig 5 for the corresponding duals exemplifying iii) as well.
Remark 2 One has subalgebraic structures in the context of having a 'top group' of automorphisms to work within. The similarity group Sim(d) plays this role in the current Article. As we shall see in Articles II to V, there are subsequently moreover competing 'furtherly top' groups that one can work within.
Passing to observables and with classical-or-quantum generality, we obtain the following counterpart of the above Theorem.
Theorem 5 i) First-class constraint subalgebraic structures are in 1 : 1 correspondence with canonical observables subalgebraic structures.
ii) First-class constraint subalgebraic structures form a bounded lattice, with intersection and span of consistent combinations of generators as meet and join, id as bottom, and the full first class-algebra of the F as top.
iii) Canonical observables subalgebraic structures form the dual bounded lattice, with intersection and joint span of characteristic surface generators as meet and join the unrestricted observables U as dual-bottom and the Dirac observables D as dual-top.
Remark 3 These are likewise lattices of notions of observables.
Remark 4 For some physical theories, the first-class linear constraints close algebraically, by which these support the corresponding notion of Kuchař observables [44] .
The lattice of notions of observables is moreover a theory-independent generalization of the possibility of there being some kinds of 'middling' observables, a role played in GR by the Kuchař observables themselves.
Theorem 5 Suppose a given theory's first-class linear constraints form a consistent subalgebra of the first-class constraint subalgebra. Then i) First-class linear constraint subalgebras are in 1 : 1 correspondence with canonical Kuchař observables subalgebras.
ii) First-class linear constraint subalgebras form a bounded lattice, with intersection and span of consistent combinations of generators as meet and join, id as bottom, and the full algebraic structure of first-class-linear constraints as top.
iii) Canonical Kuchař observables subalgebras form the dual bounded lattice, with intersection and joint span of characteristic surface generators as meet and join the unrestricted observables U as dual-bottom and the Kuchař observables K as dual-top.
Remark 5
In the below version, 'spacetime generators' [81] includes part-spacetime-valued internal indices, allowing for the incorporation of spacetime formulation of gauge theories.
Theorem 5 i) Spacetime generator subalgebras are in 1 : 1 correspondence with spacetime observables subalgebras.
ii) Spacetime generator subalgebras form a bounded lattice, with intersection and span of consistent combination of generators as meet and join, id as bottom, and the full algebra of spacetime generators as top.
iii) Spacetime observables subalgebras form the dual bounded lattice, with intersection and joint span of characteristic surface generators as meet and join the unrestricted spacetime observables as dual-bottom and the full spacetime observables S as dual-top.
Presheaves of functions over lattices
Remark 1 At a more advanced level, this 'Taking Function Spaces Thereover' can be conceived of in terms of finding presheaves of functions. Consult e.g. [61] for sheaves of C ∞ functions over real manifolds, alongside other straightforward examples such as sheaves of holomorphic functions C ω over complex manifolds. See in particular [74] for basic Applied Mathematics applications of (pre)sheaves, [40] for physical ones and [33] for specific -if quantum -observables applications of presheaves specifically; an outline of what (pre)sheaves are that suitably complements the current Article can be found in Appendix W of [81] . We however make little use of this more advanced presheaf conceptualization in the current Series, which just attempts a local treatment. Sheaves [27, 34, 49] are moreover a powerful method as regards furnishing global approaches (and in part for localization: passing back from global approaches to local ones). Sheaves additionally admit differential-geometric and PDE counterparts [61, 80] .
Structure 1
The previous Section's lattices of notions of preserved quantities each corresponds to its own function space, with moreover restriction maps interrelating these individual function spaces in the manner of a presheaf of function spaces over said lattice. This lattice is moreover dual to a lattice of consistent combinations of geometrical Aut generators, or of levels of geometrical structure, each with a function space of elements thereover, with restriction maps therebetween also in the manner of a presheaf. Method II carries moreover a further indication of applicability of presheaves, via formulation of the intersections between successive characteristic surfaces as restriction maps.
Structure 2
The above moreover also generalizes to lattices of notions of observables each corresponding to its own function space, with moreover restriction maps interrelating these individual function spaces in the manner of a presheaf of function spaces over said lattice. This lattice is moreover dual to a lattice of consistent combinations of constraints, each with a function space of elements thereover, with restriction maps therebetween also in the manner of a presheaf. Figure 6 for a simple example of a presheaf of preserved-quantities function spaces over a bounded lattice, and the presheaf of sum-over-points of generators' algebraic structures over the dual bounded lattice. This figure suffices to furthermore identify both of these as contravariant presheaves: their restriction maps' arrows run in opposition to the underlying lattice's ordering arrows.
Example 1 See the Conclusion's

1-d translations
On R, the translations form T r(1) = R .
In this case, there is a single preserved equation,
Let us also introduce the small-model notation
For N = 1, (49) reduces to an ODE, dQ dx = 0 .
Thus immediately
so just the trivial solution is supported. N = 2 is minimal for (49) to be a PDE,
This is a single PDE, so its characteristics follow from
Being in 2 independent variables, a direct integration method is available, yielding
This is not moreover a unique solution, since by the chain-rule
where := d/du for u := x − y the problem in hand's characteristic variable .
solves, and our preserved quantities are of the sole difference (relative separation of points) supported by the system.
Alternatively, by the more systematically applicable flow method, (49) is equivalent to the ODE systeṁ
to be solved as a Free Characteristic Problem. Integrating,
Next, eliminating t between (62-63)
Finally, substituting (65) in (64), (58) is recovered.
This is a single PDE, so its characteristics can be found from
While direct integration is now not possible all in one go, by the flow method (66) is equivalent to the ODE systeṁ
Next, eliminating t from (74) in (72) (73) gives the form taken by the characteristic coordinates,
Finally, substituting these in (75) yields the preserved quantities,
Remark 1 x − y could as well feature among these; what we have is a basis of relative separations;
so this functional dependence is already included by linear dependence.
The arbitrary-N case is no harder to solve. Its preserved equation PDE (49) is equivalent by the flow method to the ODE systemq
The i-index here runs from 1 to n := N −1, and 1 i is the n-vector of 1's. So we now have an n-vector of characteristics u i and we are treating q N differently from the other q i (again an arbitrary choice corresponding to a picking a basis). Next, eliminating t using (83) in (82) gives the characteristic coordinates to be
the notation r N i referring to the relative point separation between q N and q i . Finally substituting (85) in (84), the preserved quantities are
For x i a basis, so is the arbitrary linear combination y i = M i j x j for M invertible. In particular, subsequent sections benefit from rephrasing (86) by use of the particular linear combination
These ρ i are some N -point choice of (if relevant, mass-weighted) relative Jacobi coordinates [38, 82, 86] . Such bases are not uniquely determined, but any choice thereof will do for the purposes of the current Series.
We use − as shorthand for these relative separation differences, by which we summarize our answer as the preserved quantities being of the form
suitably-smooth functions of differences.
1-d dilations
On R d , the dilations form the automorphism group
independently of dimension d.
This case has a single preserved equation, now
where bold font and • denote configuration space vectors and inner products respectively, and the second equality is specific to 1-d.
For N = 1, this simplifies to the ODE
For x = 0, this reduces to (51) , and so is solved by the trivial x = const.
While x = 0 permits Q arbitrary, x = 0 is too rigid a restriction for this to entail further functional dependence for preserved quantities. N = 2 is minimal for (49) to be a PDE,
and is also minimal for there to be nontrivial preserved quantities (One can 'count out' to establish the minimality for a given M and Aut(M, σ) [86, 93] .)
Being a single PDE, (92) is equivalent by the flow method to the ODE systeṁ
Next, eliminating t between (96) and (97) 
so the characteristic variable is a ratio in the original coordinates. Finally, substituting this in (98) gives the preserved quantities
We moreover recognize (90) as the Euler homogeneity equation of degree zero, in N independent variables. It is well-known that this is solved by the functions of the n independent ratios supported by the N original independent variables. Without loss of generality, we can pick
to be a basis for these n ratios, and so
We use / as shorthand for these ratios, by which we summarize our answer as the preserved quantities being of the form
suitably-smooth functions of ratios.
Let us finally show how to recover this general-N case's preserved quantities solution by recasting (90) by the flow method as the ODE systemq
Next eliminating t from (107) in (106),
Thus, finally substituting this in (108), (102) is derived.
9 1-d dilatations
In R, the dilatations form the automorphism group
where denotes semidirect product [51] .
This case gives our first example of a preserved equation system: the two PDEs
Counting out, the minimal case to support a nontrivial solution is N = 3. Our first approach is to solve each of these equations piecemeal, as per the previous two sections. We then require the compatibility equation
This is a functional dependence equation. This particular functional dependence equation is solved by
since aside from being manifestly a function of x − z and y − z,
This analysis moreover generalizes to the arbitrary-N case. Our compatibility equation is now the dilatational functional dependence equation,
This is solved by
for the basis of ratios of relative differences
r here takes the values 1 ton := n − 1 = N − 2. This illustrates a composition principle: imposing just translations preserves difference −, imposing just dilations gives ratios /, but imposing both yields ratios of differences, −/−.
We may thus summarize our answer as dilatational preserved quantities being of the form
suitably-smooth functions of ratios of differences.
Remark 1 There is moreover a way of avoiding the compatibility equation in this case. Solve (111) first. Then, working with the ρ i , it so happens that (112) takes the form
This (111) is just like (112) except that it is summed over one object less. This coincidence is in fact constructedand the first of many -by taking Jacobi's special linear combination. This works because Jacobi coordinates keep the form M IJ -as features in q I ∂ I = q I M I J ∂ J -diagonal upon passing to relative separations. This does not automatically happen because taking a basis of separations -such as x − z and y − z for N = 3 -then features (x − y)
2 on an even footing in the transformed form. So upon expressing this term in our basis,
rendering it nondiagonal. The problem of diagonalizing this form yields Jacobi coordinates. This is at the slight cost of expanding ones conceptualization from relative point separations to relative point-cluster separations between point subsystem centres of mass rather than necessarily just points. See [82, 86] for recent reviews with specific examples and discussion.
Now the transformation
for centre-of-mass position
places (111) in the form
But, having solved (111) Q is a function of relative separations alone, so the last term returns zero, and can thus be dropped.
Involving one object less moreover makes no difference to how the general-N PDE is solved, the previous section's working returning immediately
We term this working the sequential method based on passing to centre of mass coordinates; it is possible because of the simple semidirect product structure of the underlying automorphism group.
Arbitrary-d translations
On R d , the translations form the automorphism group
The preserved equations are now the system of d equations
the underlines denoting spatial vectors, so ∇ I is the gradient operator with respect to q I , for each value of I.
Counting
This is moreover immediately solvable by superposition,
furthermore admitting the vectorial repackaging
The availability of this method is underlied by the direct-product decomposition
and the corresponding component-by-component equations being totally decoupled from each other, so each can be solved in terms of its own variable while leaving all the other equations' variables as free functions.
This description moreover extends by a basic induction to solving the T r(d) case as a direct product with d T r(1) factors, and with arbitrary N as well, yielding
Remark 1 This blockwise-and-superposition method is furtherly useful for direct-product automorphism groups
in which the preservation equations of each block A α involve just on the same block's variables.
Arbitrary-d dilations and dilatations
For arbitrary-d dilations, the single preserved equation is still of the previously given form
but now signifying
since configuration vectors are now R N d vectors rather than just R N ones. (135) is clearly still a single equation, and of Euler homogeneity of degree zero type. So we know our system's N d independent variables supports N d − 1 independent ratios, without loss of generality
and that
is the solution for the dilational preserved quantities.
Remark 1 There is moreover an insight to be gleaned from the > 1-d version of this example. Namely that passing to multi-spherical-polar coordinates -N copies of d-dimensional spherical polar coordinates -(r I , Ω Ir ) sends (135) to just
But this is just the 1-d dilational equation again, solved by n ratios
Remark 2 The spherical angles Ω enter this working as unrestricted functions rather than characteristics. This amounts to splitting the ratios into pure-length-ratios and angles, as well as explaining that the dilational operators act on only the former.
the preserved equations system consists of the d + 1 PDEs
The 'centre of mass' sequential method applies, yielding
(with • now being the R dn configuration space's scalar product). This is solved by
or, using relative Jacobi multipolar coordinates,
In each case, ∆ form a basis of n d − 1 ratios. Both forms can be summarized by
Remark 3 The dilationally-invariant configuration space is
both metrically and topologically [75, 82] .
Remark 4
The dilatationally-invariant configuration space is
both metrically and topologically. This is known as Kendall's preshape space [32, 50] .
Remark 5 Functions thereover can thus be interpreted as functions of coordinates on spheres. In this context, the ratios used above receive the interpretation of Beltrami coordinates. One can moreover pass from this 'more projective' formulation to the 'more spherical' formulation in terms of hyperspherical angles. So, firstly, for dilational preserved quantities,
where θ are S N d−1 -hyperspherical coordinates. Secondly, for dilatational preserved quantities,
where Θ are S nd−1 -hyperspherical coordinates, This is the first of a number of illustrations in the current paper that mastery of the topology and geometry of the configuration space enhances understanding of the function spaces thereover of preserved quantities.
2-d rotations and Euclidean transformations 2-d rotations form the automorphism group
Rot(2) = SO(2) .
The corresponding preserved equation is
For N = 1, this becomes
Under passage to plane polar coordinates (r, φ), the reformulation
is well-known. Integrating,
functions of radius alone.
The arbitrary-N case is a straightforward extension to set up, now using multipolar coordinates,
By the flow method, this is equivalent to the ODE systeṁ
Thus, eliminating t using (161) in (160),
so N ≥ 2's models' new feature is acquisition of angular dependence. Finally substituting into (162),
b· here denotes dot alias scalar product of vectors. This last equality follows from
-reinterpreting radii as vector magnitudes, more precisely radii from the model's absolute origin as position vector magnitudes -and
the definition of angle applied to the absolute case between q i and q N . Thus (164) reads that the rotational preserved quantities are suitably smooth functions of dots.
Next, on R 2 , the automorphism group of isomorphisms is
where 'Eucl' stands for Euclidean. In this case, the preserved equations form the system of 3 PDEs
The 'centre of mass' sequential method applies again: solve (168) to obtain
and substitute in (169) to get the PDE
Recasting this in multipolar coordinates,
which is solved parallelling the first half of this section by
This last equality follows from applying the definition of magnitude to mass-weighted relative Jacobi vectors,
and the definition of angle in the relative case between ρr and ρ n :
Thus Euclidean preserved quantites are suitably smooth functions of dots of differences.
13 Rotation-dilation independence in 2-d
Rotation and dilation are independent on R 2 , forming the combined geometrical automorphism group
The corresponding preserved equation system is
Counting out, N = 2 is minimal. Employing bipolar coordinates in this case, our equations reduce to
This choice of coordinates has succeeded in fully decoupling our system into blocks. The possibility of thisfactorizability -is underlied by the direct product structure of (176). Solving piecemeal as per Secs 11 and 12 gives the compatibility equation
which moreover superposes to give preserved quantities
Using multipolar coordinates, this method extends to the N -point case, giving the preserved-equation system
which is solved by
Thus rotational-and-dilational preserved quantities are suitably smooth functions of ratios of dots.
2-d similarity group
On R 2 , the similarity group of automorphisms is
The corresponding preserved equation system consists of the 4 PDEs
This is also amenable to the 'centre of mass' sequential method: solve (187) to obtain
(for magnitudes ρ i ) and substitute in (188, 189) to arrive at the PDE system
Recasting this in Jacobi multipolar coordinates decouples the two equations (factorizability):
which system is solved parallelling the previous section to give the preserved quantities
Thus similarity preserved quantities are suitably-smooth functions of ratios of dots of differences.
Remark 1
The penultimate form here is special to 2-d, wherein the Rr and Θr form complex pairs [50] 
which play the role of inhomogeneous coordinates on these models' shape spaces [32, 50] ,
both topologically and equipped with the standard Fubini-Study metric.
Arbitrary-d rotations and compositions
On R d , the continuous subgroups of the similarity group that involve rotations are as follows.
rotations and dilations remain independent,
and
The rotational preserved quantities solve a d(d − 1)/2-dimensional system, but continue to be of the form
The rotational-and-dilational preserved quantities solve a d(d − 1)/2 + 1 dimensional system, but continue to be of the form
The Euclidean preserved quantities solve a d(d + 1)/2-dimensional system, but continue to be of the form
Finally, the similarity preserved quantities solve a d(d + 1)/2 + 1-dimensional system, but continue to be of the form
These results arise by extensions of the 'centre of mass' sequential and factorizability methods, the latter proceeding via multi-d-dimensional-hyperspherical-polar coordinates.
Remark 1 For d ≥ 3, there is no longer a complex pairing of ratio and angular coordinates, the number of independent angular coordinates for Sim(d) and Rot(d) × Dil now exceeding the number of independent ratios. This is byn = N − 2 relative ratios to
relative angles for Sim(d), and n = N − 1 ratios to
angles for Rot(d) × Dil.
Remark 2 Eucl(d) preserved quantities can now moreover be repackaged as Sim(d)'s preserved quantities, alongside
which is a configuration space radius (alias hyperradius in the Molecular Physics and Mathematical Physics [14] literatures) scale variable (mass-weighted whenever appropriate), I itself standing for moment of inertia about the centre of mass. Thus for Eucl(d),
Remark 3 Similarly, Rot(d) preserved quantities can now be repackaged as Rot(d) × Dil's alongside
for χ I the if-needs-be mass-weighted counterparts of the q I , and J the total moment of inertia about the model's absolute origin.
Remark 4
We can furthermore interpret Remark 2 in terms of the configuration space 'relational space' [64] 
being the cone over shape space:
'Cone' is here meant in both the topological and metrical senses, with ρ serving as its radial coordinate. The functions thereover are then comprised of functions 'of shape' − · −/ − ·− and of radius ρ.
Remark 5
We can similarly interpret Remark 3 in terms of the configuration space 'rotational space' [64, 75] 
being the cone over dilational-and-rotational space [75] :
The functions thereover are then comprised of dilationally-and-rotationally invariant functions with respect to a fixed absolute origin, ·/· , and of radius χ.
Remark 6 For d = 1, the Sim(1) = Dilatat(1) shape spaces take the form of spheres by Remarks 1 and 2 of Sec 11, so the corresponding Euclidean relational spaces can furthermore be expressed as [64] 
On the other hand, for d = 2, the corresponding Euclidean spaces can furthermore be expressed as [66] 
by which the functions thereover can be re-expressed as Q = Q(zr , ρ) .
Conclusion
We have considered preserved equations, solution of which gives systematically a given geometry's preserved quantities. Ab initio, these equations take the form of zero Lie brackets with the sum-over-points of generators.
We moreover recast these preserved equations as PDEs. These are first-order, linear in the Q and homogeneous in the first-order derivatives -all simplifying features -but are can also be over-determined systems: complicating features.
These equations additionally coincide with a subset of observables equations via our Bridge Theorem. These start off as zero Poisson brackets with constraints, whether strongly or weakly so, in the sense of Dirac [19] . In each case, we need algebraic closure beforehand, whether of constraints or of sums-over-points of generators. Each notion of observables or preserved quantity itself moreover then brackets-closes. The notions of preserved quantity a given geometry supports form a bounded lattice, dual to that of subalgebraic structures of the sums-over-points of generators. Similarly the notions of observables that a given physical model supports form a bounded lattice, dual to that of subalgebraic structures of the constraints. We obtain the following results for preserved quantities and observables.
1) In the generic case, in the sense of a geometry possessing no generalized Killing vectors -i.e. continuous geometrical automorphisms -preserved quantities are just free functions over the geometry. Similarly, in the case of a physical theory with no constraints, the classical observables are just free functions over the phase space. (Differential Geometry and the differential equations of Physics do restrict these functions to be reasonably smooth).
2) Homogeneous PDEs admit the trivial solution; for those homogeneous-linear in the first derivatives, the trivial solution takes the form of the constant solution.
3) We argued moreover that preserved equations and observables equations are to be treated as Free alias Natural Characteristic Problems.
4) The next most generic case is that of a single PDE, which admits a standard flow method by which one passes to an equivalent ODE system.
5) The case of a system of preservation or observables equations is not however standard. Overdetermination in this case does not pose a problem as regards nonexistence of nontrivial solutions, by the integrability we prove. This follows from Frobenius' Theorem, and is a consequence of the underlying geometrical automorphisms closing.
For Sim(d) and its geometrical subgroups, aside from a few cases in which there is but a single preserved equation which is amenable to a standard flow method, the following methods work for the ensuing preserved equation systems.
Method 1) Passing to the centre of mass frame induces a sequential solving step which inter-relates pairs of subgroups with and without translations, by recasting those with translations in the form of those without translations for one point less.
Method 2) The direct product rendering rotations and dilations independent supports a blockwise resolution of the corresponding preserved equations. By this, rotations and dilations fix disjoint sets of characteristic coordinates, by which these solutions can readily be superposed in case in which both rotations and dilations are among the symmetries.
While Method 2) is an example of finding blockwise solvability due to factorizability entailed by a direct product in the underlying automorphism group, Method 1) follows from how translations are appended by a straightforward semidirect product.
We additionally provided a compact notation ∼, −, /, · for the outcome of solving the preserved equations for Sim(d) and its subgroups, which we use in the dual bounded lattice summary of Fig 5. We also use the 1-d case of this -Sim(1) = Dilatat(1) and its subgroups -as an example of presheaves of automorphism groups and of preserved quantities, as displayed in Fig 6. Some further research topics opened up by the current Article are as follows. Frontier A Its methods of solution extends rather beyond its range of examples. This is firstly attested by the rest of the current Series' solving the Affine, Projective and Conformal Geometry counterparts. The above combination of methods continues to work in the case of the affine group and its subgroups, supplemented by a compatibility equation or chain-rule sequential method. Method 1) however ceases to work for projective and conformal subgroups (Articles II to V), since translations are here more intricately involved than by a semidirect product.
A number of 'non-classical' geometries follow moreover from further subgroups of Projective and Conformal Geometries' automorphisms, for which the current Series' direct approach to computing preserved quantities provides particular interest. So far, it is known that these possess standard automorphism groups but represented by nonstandard combinations of generators -special-conformal or special-projective transformation generators taking the place of translation generators. The current Series adds to this moreover that the corresponding preserved quantities are different from standard geometries' as well, so there are more types of geometrically-significant preserved quantities than usually enters consideration in the literature.
Frontier B [90] further exploits these methods to find specifically-physical Kuchař and Dirac observables for Sim(d)-invariant Mechanics. This is moreover but 'a tip of any Iceberg' as regards using my concrete theory of what observables are ( [70, 76, 81] and the current Article) and how to solve for them (as per [77, 81] and especially the current Article).
Frontier C (Application to Foundations of Geometry) Geometry arises from a number of different foundational standpoints -e.g. referred to as 'Pillars of Geometry' in Stillwell's account [58] -and the current Series is part of an expansion of this list by various further foundational schemes. In Stillwell's account, Klein's Erlangen Program [4] features as Pillar 3, to Euclidean Construction [1, 35] being Pillar 1, Cartesian [2] through to Linear Algebra based [53] Geometry being Pillar 2, and ray diagrams leading in particular to Projective Geometry's [3, 9, 57, 27] substantial axiomatic power [10] being Pillar 4. Klein's Erlangen Program becomes transformations, groups, and preserved quantities based Geometry [21, 31] .
On the one hand, gives a further 'Preserved Equations' 'Pillar of Geometry' in entirely geomerical terms. This 'Seventh' Pillar (by my reckoning [95] ) provides zeroth principles to arrive at the preserved quantities end of Pillar 3 by means of solving specific PDEs: preserved equations. This is rather reminiscent of how automorphism equations alias generalized Killing equations provide zeroth principles to arrive at the automorphism groups end of Pillar 3 by means of solving other specific PDEs (a much better known 'Sixth Pillar' of Geometry).
Frontier D (Further Interplay with Physics) On the other hand -this 'Seventh Pillar' being inspired by parallel developments in Physics concerning constraints and observables -we also demonstrate equivalence between preserved quantities and a subset of observables: 'strong configurational gauge observables'. This is the bridge over which the current Series' geometrical considerations cross into giving a full-blown theory of observables for Classical Physics. Background Independence [18, 19, 20, 28, 37, 41, 56, 55, 60, 73, 81] is moreover of even wider interest from both Foundational and Theoretical Physics, and Expression in terms of Observables is one of nine conceptual aspects [42, 43, 67, 72, 81] of Background Independence. Difficulties with, and incompatibilities between, implementation of Background Independence aspects constitute moreover Problem of Time facets, which provides a further name under which Background Independence issues are referred to and covered in the literature [22, 23, 42, 43, 63, 67, 81, 87] .
Two of the other aspects of Background Independence -Configurational Relationalism and Constraint Closuremoreover bear close ties to Geometry's 'Automorphism Equations' and 'Brackets Closure' Pillars respectively, the latter being indeed the 'Fifth Pillar' in my account. What was stated to be known four paragraphs back is via this 'Fifth Pillar' [91, 92] .
All in all, the interconnection between Foundations of Geometry and Background-Independent Physics is thereby large, and likely to be mutually fruitful to both subjects.
